
Cultural News Colombia

Global Forum on Arts, Culture, Creativity and Technology – GFACCT

From November 9 to 16 (virtual)
Opening ceremony: November 10, 2:00 pm (GMT+1)
Sign up here: www.gfacct.org

Foto: Ministerio de Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible 2020

This month, during which we need to stay at home and take care of 
ourselves, Colombia invites you to fill your heart with joy with the 
celebration of 100 years of diplomatic relations between Colombia and 
Austria through virtual activities you cannot miss. 

The second edition of the most important event on Orange Economy, the
GFACCT. 290 experts form 22 countries on a virtual platform to inspire us
through conferences, panels, and case studies from all over the world. More
than 20 performances of music, theatre and digital art will take the stage in
order to show us live and directly the healing power of art and culture in times
of the pandemic. We invite you to be part of this space of dialogue, knowledge
and international cooperation that brings together the biggest representatives of
Orange Economy worldwide. At GFACCT, we are all in the first row, thanks to this
unprecedented digital experience.

http://www.gfacct.org/


Dance Workshop, Carnival of Barranquilla

We need to fill our days with colour, which is why the Embassy of Colombia,
with the support of the Carnaval de Barranquilla Foundation, invites you to
participate in a virtual workshop on the Carnival of Barranquilla (Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity) and a dance workshop (you don’t need to
have any experience; if you are shy, you don’t have to turn on your camera).

Photos Contest “Gente de Carnaval”- Courtesy of Carnaval de Barranquilla Foundation: (1) Tiempo para el 
amor, Ignacio Ramírez ; (2) Quero Tambó
Aleidys Coll, (3) Frente a frente, la eterna batalla entre la muerte y la vida, Hansel Vásquez; (4) La
corneada del Torito, Luis Jaimes; Reunión de congos , Antonio Martínez.

Friday, November 20, 2020, 6:00 pm (GMT+1)
Sign up: eaustria@cancilleria.gov.co
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Mani-Fiesta, Pedro Ruiz

Launch of virtual campaign, Thursday, November 26, 2020, 6:00 
pm (GMT+1)
Sign up: eaustria@cancilleria.gov.co

The Embassy of Colombia in Austria and ICDO invite you to be 
part of a campaign in support of the environment called “Mani-
Fiesta”. Mani-Fiesta is an interactive work of art through which 
the participants can convey a message for the protection and 
conservation of nature by virtually using representative works 
from Pedro Ruiz, one of the most renowned living artists of 
Colombia. The work of Pedro Ruiz depicts Colombia’s 
biodiversity. Through this campaign, we want to unite 
Colombia’s biodiversity and Austria’s sights and people, in order 
to celebrate our first century of diplomatic relations. Find out 
more details on the launch and be part of Mani-Fiesta.


